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Abstract
La-doping titanium-zirconium-molybdenum alloys have good arc erosion resistance performances, but there is no research about the changes during the arc erosion. Arc erosion characteristics of La-doping titanium-zirconium-molybdenum alloys after 5000 operations under direct current 20 V, 15 A and resistive load conditions were investigated using a JF04C test system. The results indicated that the probability distribution and change trend of arc energy and arc time during 5000 operations were similar and the relationship between arc time and arc energy followed exponential function. The change of arc energy with test number was consistent to electrical resistance. Oxide particles, crater and cracks defects were discovered on the surface of La-doping titanium-zirconium-molybdenum alloy. The electrical resistance change is mainly concerned with the surface.
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Arc erosion behavior of La-doping titanium-zirconium-molybdenum alloy electrical contact
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Abstract: La-doping titanium-zirconium-molybdenum (La-TZM) alloys have excellent performances such as high temperature strength, adequate thermal conductivity, low contact resistance and good arc erosion resistance. In this paper, the arc erosion behavior of a La-TZM alloy was studied at direct current (DC) 20V-15 A (voltage is 20 and current is 15) using a JF04C test system. Results show that the arc energy and the arc time present exponential relationship and the tendency of arc energy with test number were consistent to that of electrical resistance. Improvement of the contact pressure can effectively reduce the resistance. After the test, La-TZM was corroded with some micro-pores and micro-cracks on the surface. In addition, Mo4O11, Mo8O23 and MoO3 were formed on the surface, and the volatile of MoO3 resulted in the reduced weight.
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1. Introduction

As a kind of refractory molybdenum alloy with good high-temperature strength, creep resistance, thermal conductivity, corrosion resistance and low thermal expansion coefficient, molybdenum alloy was widely used in the electronics industry, aerospace and energy industry[1-4]. Titnaium-zirconium-molybdenum (TZM) alloy was used in electrical and electronic industry, such as cathode, grid tube high voltage rectifier devices, integrated circuits and semiconductor thin film. TZM alloy and La-Mo alloy are two most widely molybdenum alloys. When Ti and Zr are dissolved into the molybdenum substrate, they make Mo lattice distortion and form particle reinforced phase and produce the enhancement effect of molybdenum, which the mechanical properties are greatly improved at room temperature and high temperature. Thus the TZM alloy has a high melting point, high strength, high elastic modulus, low expansion coefficient, low vapor pressure, good electric conductivity, thermal conductivity, strong corrosion resistance and high temperature mechanical properties [5-6]. Rare earth doped in La-Mo alloy can improve the strength of molybdenum alloy.

* Corresponding author. Tel. & fax: +86 29 82202923. E-mail addresses: huping1985@126.com (Ping Hu).
With development of rocket missile technology, space technology, aviation technology, nuclear power technology and other cutting-edge technology, the material requires higher working temperature (above 1500°C), and has the good performance of oxidation resistance and ablation properties\(^7\). The refractory metal of molybdenum and molybdenum alloy have high melting point (2620°C) and high temperature mechanical properties, and the density is lower than that of other refractory metals, so it favors the field of cutting-edge technology\(^8\). When TZM molybdenum alloy was used as cathode in electronic tube electronic, grid electrode, high-voltage rectifying element, the cathode spot temperature is extremely high due to the electron emission and ion bombardment, and it often exceeds the melting point of cathode material. Therefore, there is a serious phenomenon of cathode erosion and was damaged easily.

Qian et al\(^9\) studied an in-situ synthesis fabricating CuW-La\(_2\)O\(_3\) composites. The addition of La\(_2\)O\(_3\) is useful to improve the properties of CuW alloys and the in situ synthesized CuW-La\(_2\)O\(_3\) composites have excellent arc erosion resistance. Many literatures reported that added trace rare earth elements will improve the comprehensive properties of silver alloys, such as Ag-Ce, Ag-Y and Ag-La\(^{10-11}\). When 0.1% to 0.5% Ce was added to Ag-Cu electrical contact materials, the corrosion resistance of arc and welding resistance ability was improved greatly.

For molybdenum and molybdenum alloy, it was easy to be oxidized in high temperature oxidation atmosphere\(^12\). Yang et al\(^13\) proved that doping La could improve the oxidation resistance of TZM alloy. However, the arc erosion of molybdenum alloy was not studied when it was applied in electronic electrical industry. In present study, La (NO\(_3\))\(_3\) was doped into molybdenum matrix by liquid–solid doping method, followed by the fabrication of La-TZM alloys composites by sintering. The effects of La\(_2\)O\(_3\) addition on the microstructure, hardness, electrical conductivity, and breakdown strength were investigated.

2. Experimental

2.1 Preparation of La-TZM alloy

La-TZM alloy was produced by powder metallurgy method. The raw materials used in TiH\(_2\) powder Fibonacci particle size less than 10 μm, the purity of 96%; ZrH\(_2\) powder particle size less than 10 μm, the purity of 96%; La (NO\(_3\))\(_3\) a purity of (analytical reagent); organic carbon - stearic acid (C\(_{18}\)H\(_{36}\)O\(_2\)) as the carbon source, Fibonacci molybdenum powder particle size 2.0~3.5 μm, purity of 99.95%. The chemical component is shown in Table 1.

| Table 1. Design composition of the La-TZM alloy (ω/%) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Ti | Zr | C\(_{18}\)H\(_{36}\)O\(_2\) | La(NO\(_3\))\(_3\) | Mo |
| 0.5 | 0.1 | 0.25 | 1 | Bal |
Mixing was used by solid-liquid doping method. The manufacture technology flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1. First, TiH₂ and ZrH₂ powders were added into pure molybdenum powder, which were mixed for 2 h with three-dimensional blender. After that the organic carbon stearic acid (C₁₈H₃₆O₂) crystals sufficiently dissolved in a suitable amount of anhydrous ethanol, then the solution was poured into the alloy powder, and sufficiently stirred so that all wet mixed, and then dried for 4 h in vacuum at 70°C. Finally, the alloy powders were milled for 2 h at the rotational speed of 240 rpm with molybdenum ball diameter 10 mm and ball feed ratio of 2:1. Compacting pressure was 150 MPa and boost speed was 15 MPa/min holding for 1 min. The sintering temperature is 1950°C for 4 h using segmented sintering. La-TZM alloy prepared sintered as-received plant.

![Fig. 1. La-TZM alloy sintered material preparation process flow.](image1)

2.2 Electrical contact test

Electrical contacts were tested by using JF04C electrical contact materials testing system with breaking measurement mode. Structural test system components are shown in Fig. 2. Test system consists of mechanical parameters of the test case, the contact resistance test cases, test cases and arc parameters bench composed of arc energy. Fusion power of this test equipment can accurately and efficiently determine arcing electrical contact material after the closure resistance and closure changes and resistance welding force parameters in pressure parameters.

![Fig. 2. Test system schematic diagram.](image2)

The experimental conditions are shown in Table 2. The size of the test sample
was φ3 mm×15 mm cylinder. The contact resistance was tested every 1000. The test model procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

Contact is divided into the top dynamic contact and the below static contact. As shown in Fig. 3a, the beginning of contact closure. And then the contact began to separate and produced arc, as shown in Figure 3b, the last contact closure and arc disappeared, as shown in Figure 3c.

### Table 2. Experimental parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact material</th>
<th>La-TZM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit condition</td>
<td>20V-15A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of operations</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching mode</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact force, N</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding gas</td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test interval, ms</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing drive voltage, V</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn driving voltage, V</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Electrical contact ablation a process model: (a. contact closed, b. contact separated form electric arc, c. contact closed again)](image)

2.3 Characterization

The sintering density of La-TZM alloy was measured by the displacement method. Resistivity was measured by low-voltage DC resistance tester (TH2513A, China). The hardness of La-TZM alloy sintered compact was tested with digital Vickers hardness tester (WILSON 401MVD, China). Electronic universal tensile machine (WDW300, China) was used for the tensile strength and elongation. Electrical contact material testing system was used to test arc erosion behavior under DC20V-15A in air condition (JF04C). Analytical balance (CP2245, China) was used to weigh the change quality of the sample during the test. Sample surface after arc ablation ablative case was scanned with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) JSM-6460LV and energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) (JEOL, Japan). X-ray Diffractometer (Bruker D8 advance, Germany) was used to test the phase on the surface of the material substance formed after
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Electrical and mechanical properties of the samples

Electrical and mechanical properties are listed in Table 3. The conductivity of La-TZM alloy is 3.91 $\mu\Omega\cdot\text{cm}$. The density and Vickers hardness were increased by 1.7% and 36.3%, tensile strength and elongation than the TZM alloy increased by 16.7% and 23.8%.

Table 3. Properties of La-TZM alloy fabricated by powder metallurgy technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Billet</th>
<th>Electrical resistivity $\mu\Omega\cdot\text{cm}$</th>
<th>Density $\text{g/cm}^3$</th>
<th>Hardness HV</th>
<th>Elongation $%$</th>
<th>Tensile strength MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La-TZM alloy</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>210.66</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>342.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Changes in tested parameter

The arc energy, arc time closure pressure and resistance of La-TZM alloy electrical contact materials during 5000 operations are shown in Fig. 4. During the test, arc energy and arc time gradually increased before 3600 times, and then fluctuate in a larger range. The trend of closure pressure was opposite to that of the arc energy and arc time.

Contact materials arc ablation process diagram is shown in Fig. 5. At the beginning arc energy and arc time were relatively small; the ablation was from point to area with the increasing of the points. With an increasing in area, the arc time and arc energy was also increasing. As the arc erosion proceeds, the surface of molybdenum alloy began to oxidize quickly and produced volatile materials, and part of oxidize was attached to the contact surface, so it hindered the arc formation and arc time would be further reduced. With the increase of the surface oxide content, the arc energy and arc time would be reduced, and the arc energy and the amount of its oxide attached to a certain relationship. On the contrary, as the oxides volatilizing, arc energy and arc time would increase.

Fig. 4. Duration arc ablation tests, arc time and the energy closure pressure
changes and the change of resistance in the process of testing.

Fig. 5. Contact materials arc ablation process diagram (a. original sample, b. pitting began, c. multipoint ablation, d. regional ablation, e. MoO3 volatilization, f. volatile after surface)

The resistance included the conductor material $R$ and the additional resistance $R_j$. The additional resistance is the sum of the shrinkage resistance and the surface film resistance because of direct contact resistance between layers. No matter how careful processing of the surface of the contact, the surface was uneven with microscopic view, and they contact some small points rather than the whole area. So the actual contact area is much lower than the apparent contact area. When the current through the actual contact area, the current passed through the point of contact, and forced the current line contraction in the vicinity of these contacts. Because the effective contact area (i.e., the actual contact area) is less than the apparent contact area, the result additional resistance is called shrinkage resistance. Due to various reasons, the contact surface was covered with a layer of film conductivity, which was very poor such as metal oxides, sulfides made electrical conductivity very poor, which was called the surface film resistance.

Contact resistance is related to the contact material, contact stress, contact forms, surface and clean condition. Because the surface film resistance is difficult to calculate, the available empirical formula (1) can be used to evaluate the contact resistance as follows:

$$R_j = \frac{K}{Fm}$$

where $R_j$ - contact resistance (Ω); $F$-contact pressure (N); $m$-in contact with the contact form related to a constant point contact for $m = 0.5$, line contact $m = 0.5$ ~ 0.7, surface contact $m = 1$; and $K$- contact material, the contact surface processing methods, related to the situation in constant contact surface. The closure pressure corresponded to the changes in the testing process.

As shown in Fig. 4, the contact resistances are 20.43 mΩ, 26.31 mΩ, 32.52 mΩ, 19.99 mΩ and 25.85 mΩ. The variable of contact resistance with times divided into three parts. The first part increased with the times before 3000 times. The second part decreased with times between 3000 and 4000 times. And the third part increased with the times between 4000 and 5000 times. During the
ablation process, the change of resistance reflects the way of contact and the amount of oxide production, and the early stage of the surface contact area is more and more large, the oxidation is also more and more serious. The increasing in arc energy and arc time of the electric contact enable caused severe oxidation of surface, and then the contact resistance increased. On the contrary, when the arc energy and arc time reduced, the resistance reduced. The change of arc energy and arc time was consistent with the change of the resistance.

3.3 Distribution and relationship of arc time/arc energy

Fig. 6 shows the arc energy and arc time of the distribution and relationship curve La-TZM alloy 5000 exposure experiment. In Fig. 6, there is a certain quantitative relation between arc time and arc energy. The arc energy is relatively larger than 300mJ when arc time more than 12 ms, but only a fewer of points, so a high arc energy in the test could not last a long time. Arc energy is mainly distributed in the arcing time of 1~9 ms, and the longest and shortest of arc time when the arc burning area where energy is relatively small when the arc time in 4-9 ms, the arc energy is located bigger. Arc energy and arc time and welding power distribution are not the same. The 95% of welding force is less than 37g in 5000 test, and the average arc energy, arc time and welding forces are 30 mJ, 1 ms and 15 g, respectively.

![Graph showing arc energy vs. arc time](image)

Fig. 6. The distribution of arc time and arc energy and the relationship between the arc time and arc energy.

The results in Fig. 6 indicate that arc time has an influence on arc energy, but arc time has no direct influence on welding force. Kubo et al found that the relationship between arc time and arc energy can be described with the following equation [24]:

\[ E = \sum U \cdot I \cdot t \]  

where \( E \) is arc energy, \( U \) is arc voltage, \( I \) is arc current and \( t \) is arc time.

The relationship between arc erosion (mass loss) and arc energy can be described with the following equation [24]:

\[ W = c \cdot E^d \]  

where \( W \) is arc erosion, \( c \) and \( d \) are constants related to material. Wang
established the relationship between arc erosion and arc time according to experiment result [25]. The relationship between arc erosion and arc current can be expressed by the following equation:

\[ W = k \cdot I \cdot t \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( k \) is coefficient related to material. According to Eqs. (3) and (4), we can get the following equation:

\[ E = a \cdot I \cdot t \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( a \) is coefficient related to material.

The previous studies have shown that arc energy and arc time have an important influence for arc erosion of material, and arc time also has an important influence for arc energy. In this paper, the relationship between arc time and arc energy of La-TZM alloy electrical contact material under DC20V-15A and resistive load conditions during 5000 operations was discussed. The relationship curves between arc energy and arc time were clearly represented in Fig. 4, where the relationship between arc energy \((E)\) and arc time \((t)\) is well expressed by an exponential law, so we can get the following equation by data fitting:

\[ E = 296.3 + \frac{47425.5}{39.6\sqrt{\pi/2}} e^{-t^{29.9^2}/39.9^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The correlation of data fitting \((R^2)\) on Eq. (6) is 0.98957, which indicates that the relationship between arc energy and arc time of La-TZM alloy electrical contact materials in this experimental conditions can be described used by Eq. (6). As a result, arc energy is exponentially increases with the arc time increasing in this experiment.

3.4 Mass loss and surface products

By measuring the mass loss of a static contact and moving contact, the total mass was 1.5027 g before experiment and 1.4999 g after test. The mass loss was 0.0028 g, which was accounted for 0.18\% of the original sample mass, and the loss of the static contact surface is larger than of the moving contact. Fig. 7a represented corrosion on the surface of the moving contact area and corrosion products significantly less than the static contact in Fig. 7b. The two contact surfaces were part of the corrosion, and others was normal.
As shown in Fig. 7c, we find that the surface element was mainly oxygen and molybdenum. That was to see the surface products was mainly oxide molybdenum.

Fig. 7d shows the phase of the samples after corrosion test. From the phase analysis result, the products on the surface of the arc ablation the La-TZM alloy are mainly MoO$_3$, Mo$_8$O$_{23}$ and Mo$_4$O$_{11}$ in ablation experiment tests which born in MoO$_3$ reduction process, so it would appear Mo$_8$O$_{23}$ and Mo$_4$O$_{11}$ between the MoO$_2$ and MoO$_3$ when the La-TZM alloy was oxidized.

Molybdenum is stable in the air or water when the temperature was not too high. When Molybdenum was heating in air, the color started from white (color) to dark gray; when the temperature was up to 600°C, the molybdenum started by slow oxidation, and generated yellow product (MoO$_3$ becomes white at room temperature). At the start of the arc ablation temperature belows 600 °C, molybdenum firstly forms MoO$_2$, and then forms Mo$_8$O$_{23}$ and Mo$_4$O$_{11}$ with the MoO$_2$ further oxidized. As the temperature rose to above 600 °C, the intermediate was oxidized into MoO$_3$ quickly. But the MoO$_3$ on the surface would evaporate, and there will be a part of the MoO$_3$ product reserved on the surface. When the electric arc was formed rapidly in the process, the surface was heated and cooled rapidly, so only a part of the MoO$_3$ was volatilized, and the rest of the products were cooled on the surface. The white product was formed at room temperature in Fig. 7a and 7b.

3.5 Surface morphology analysis

As shown in Fig. 8, La-TZM alloy specimen surface mainly forms the following three defects in the ablation process under the condition of DC20 V-15A: ablation oxide particles, holes and cracks. One of the most serious defects is crack and it forms in the static contact surface, it will be destructive damage to the contact material.

Firstly, the surface area forms oxide particles under the arc pitting ablation.
With the increase of arc time and arc energy, surface ablation would aggravate, which would be from the oxidation corrosion area spread to the no oxidation area, and it would make the surface ablation area and no ablation area to form small "steps". It has formed the MoO$_3$ oxidation particles in Fig. 8a. The oxidation spread to other areas and began to form porous layer structure, so the ablation process had a certain direction, the residual MoO$_3$ on the surface particles was solidified into pellets due to a sharp change of temperature in the process of ablation led to its failure to synthesize surface. As shown in Fig. 8a, the particles on the surface of oxidized was further enlarged, we could see the oxide particles and sintering structure on the surface. At the high temperature, it could make the sinter state to form on the surface under air atmosphere, and became sintering structure in Fig. 10b, which further shows that the temperature was higher in the process of arc ablation.

As oxidation continues and arc energy increases, ablation started from the surface to the inside of sample. When the loose structure was partial oxidation, the surface oxide would evaporate, and the larger arc made the oxidation longitudinal, so the internal temperature of the sample increased rapidly, the volatiles from the sample internal causes and volatile inside of sample, the defects of holes in Fig. 8c. the holes was small and deep, but it only a little on the surface after ablation.

The rapid solidification of melted layer leads to the increasing of vacancy and dislocation density in melted layer microstructure. Increase of vacancy and dislocation density will decrease grain boundary intensity, which increases the possibility of grain boundary crack formation under stress action [14]. As shown in Fig. 8d, not only on the specimen surface melting state of matter, but also there were a little of cracks. But the cracks was tiny, so La - TZM alloy had good erosion resistance as the electric contact materials.

Fig. 8. Contact surface ablation SEM photos.

4. Conclusions
(1) The change and distribution of arc energy and arc time are similar and the relationship between them can be expressed using by the followed exponential function: 
\[ E = 296.3 + \frac{47425.5}{39.6\sqrt{\pi} / 2} e^{-29.9^2/39.9^2}. \]
Experimental tests correlation coefficient \((R^2)\) is 0.98957.

(2) The mass loss of product is mainly volatile MoO\(_3\) which is formed during the arc ablation. Arc erosion amount of La-TZM alloy increases with arc energy. Arc energy and arc time has the opposite trend to the electrical resistance.

(3) The surface of La-TZM alloy mainly forms oxide particles, defects and cracks crater defects. The resistance change is mainly concerned with the surface.
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